Landscape of SNPs-mediated lncRNA structural variations and their implication in human complex diseases.
An increasing number of functional studies shows that long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are involved in many aspects of cellular physiology and fulfills a wide variety of regulatory roles at almost every stage of gene expression. A major feature of lncRNAs is the highly folded modular domains in transcripts. With improved modeling and definition, it is now feasible to explore and gain novel insights into the structural-functional relationship of lncRNAs and their association with complex human diseases. In this study, we utilized an automatic computational pipeline to scan lncRNA architecture at the genome-wide scale and to obtain a landscape of functional domains. An accurate alignment algorithm was performed to identify 40 triple pairs between single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), lncRNAs and diseases. In order to detect the potential contribution of a lncRNA's modular character, we estimated and evaluated structural rearrangements, which were derived from disease-associated SNPs. In addition, we focused on annotating and comparing the global and local heterogeneity of the wild-type and mutant lncRNAs. Assessing lncRNA architecture has yielded how variations in structured regions impact the molecular mechanisms of lncRNAs and how SNPs disturb binding and recruiting ability. These observations are the first glimpse of the 'lncRNA structurome' and make it possible to robustly explore and assemble intricate space conformation and their stress variation. This result also successfully demonstrates that lncRNA transcripts contain a complex structural landscape and highlights the proposed contribution of lncRNA structure in controlling RNA functions and disease mechanisms.